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An Experiment to Evaluate Some Techniques For
Measuring The Knowledge Of Word Meanings In
The Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Grades
c
INTRODUCTION
Students of lenguage for many years have commented
upon the fact that many English words have multiple meanings.
Those interested in semantics have stressed the importance
of recognizing in the teaching process the fact that words
differ in many respects with regard to meaning. Some words
have a single meaning, and others have many meanings.
This writer was interested in studying the various
meanings children have for words in the fourth, fifth and
sixth grades and undertook this study to evaluate some
techniques in measuring their knowledge of word meanings
at this level.
Ogden and Richards"'" believe this sentence gives a
true definition of meaning,
"The meaning of any sentence is what the speaker intends
to be understood from it by the listener."
They quote Dr. Boas as saying, "All speech is intended to
serve for the communication of ideas." Thej^ quote Dr.
Malinowski as saying, "Language, in its developed literary
C. K. Ogden, and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning
,
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co. 19251 P. 315.
^Ibid . P. 9.
^Ibid. P. 452.
I

and scientific functions, is an instrument of thought and
of the communication of thought. The art of properly using
this instrument is the most obvious aim of the study of
Language." Probably Socrates had these same ideas concerning
the meaning and purposes and functions of language when h©
cautioned his students "to agree concerning definitions
before arguing."
Korzybski^ says, "If we inquire about the 'meaning'
of a word we find that it depends on the 'meaning ' of other
words used in defining it, and that the eventual new
relations posited between them ultimately depend on the
multiordinal meanings of the undefined terms.".
Chase^ points out that Richards amplifies with clearness
certain aspects of meaning in this statement, "The studies
of rhetoric and grammar assume that words have definite one-
valued meanings. But most words as they pass from context
to context change their meanings, and in many different ways.
A major cause of communication failure is the one-proper-
meaning superstition, to wit, that a word has meaning of
its own independent of its use, and controlling its use.
Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity
,
Second Edition,
The International Non-Aristolelian Library Publishing Co.
,
Lancaster, Pa., The Science Press Printing Co., Distributors;
1941. P. 21.
5 Stuart Chase, The Tyranny of Words
.
New York:
Harcourt, Brace and TJoI 1928. P. 106.
c
As a matter of fact, a word has similar meaning only in a
similar context. What a word means is the missing parts of
the context from which it draws its delegated efficacy."
Thus one sees that words are not of one meaning, but
often have many meanings, and can take as many meanings as
there are contexts.
Richards^ in trying to show that words have many
meanings and that these meanings vary with context says,
"Whether we are talking about words and their meanings or
merely with them, we are finding our way through an endless
series of alternatives between meanings. For the meaning
is itself a process of growth and the outcome of a balance
between possibilities of being."
Tonne''' says, "Human beings live, think, and act in
terras of words.
"
The meanings of words affect our capacity to communicate
together intelligibly. In world affairs today we need to
put our problems into words and have those words truly
understood. To quote Ordway Tead^, "In the larger issues of
life we can act no better than we can talk together. Deeds
^I. A. Richards, Interpretation in Teaching
,
New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1938. P. 8.
7
H. A. Tonne, "Tyranny of Words", Journal of Business
Education, 20:9, January, 1945. P. 9.
Q
Ordway Tead, "Words and Deeds", School and Society
,
58:226-28, Sept. 25, 1945. P. 228.

4are limited by the words required to make those deeds in
prospect seem attractive and practical." Thus one must agree
Q
with Chase that "Language should be a vehicle for
communicating ideas and that teachers must always be searching
for methods of improving communication."
O'Connor"''^ advocates the teaching of meaning
vocabularies since he found "an extensive knowledge of the
exact meanings of English words accompanies outstanding
success in this country more often than any other single
characteristic which The Human JSngineering Laboratories
have been able to isolate and measure."
Korzybski^^ says "In the evolution of the human race and
language, ... the life facts came first and labels (words)
next. Today, from childhood up, we inculcate words and
language first, and the facts they represent come next."
12Funk tells us, "Words were created as the symbols by
which man relates the results of his experience and his
thinking. Similar backgrounds produce a common vocabulary
by which ideas and experiences may be exchanged fluently
''
Op, Cit . P. 171.
Johnson O'Connor, "Vocabulary and Success," Atlantic
Monthly
,
Id'd: 160-66, Feb., 19i34. P. 160.
^•^
Op Cit . Introduction XV.
12
H. V. Funk, "Say It and Mean It", ITational Parent -
Teacher, 37; 14-16, June, 1943. P. 14.
((
and easily. Without similar baokgroimds and a common
vocabulary and language it is difficult, if not impossible,
to make the other fellow understand. Sometimes words convey
meaning only in a relatively small area, as 'spell' to take
a turn. Many words of this kind are used with meaning to
the initiated but are understood by others only through their
context and through careful analysis."
Chase^^ declares "Experience has the character of a
recurrence of similar contexts. It is the key to the problem
of meaning. Meaning comes through past experience."
Thus one sees that words get meaning as a result of
one's background and experiences. Duffus'^^ makes this
fact clear - "every important word has to carry around,
in addition to its dictionary definition, the meaning that
each one of us has attached to it as the result of his life's
experiences." Coulter^^ says, "Children get meaning for
words as a result of their experiences with them in more
or less vaguely recognized contexts. Since experiences of
children are limited their first meanings for words are
often inadequate and must be extended, consciously or
unconsciously, through further experience and analysis."
'*' 0^. Cit . P. 47.
^^Robert L. Duffus, "Where Do We Get Our Prejudices",
Harpers
,
153: 503: 508, Sept., 19£6. P. 603.
^^V. C. Coulter, "Does Your Conscience Hurt You?"
College ^glish , 6: 283-8, Feb., 1945. P. 283.

1 nAccording to Murre "Among children the failure of
words to convey adequate meanings is accentuated "by reason
of their limited background of experience. Faulty use of
words in the schoolroom as well as in the home and on the
playground develops wrong associations between words and
realities for many children.
"
To a good reader a word is a symbol through which he
grasps meaning. "In all assimilative reading, grasp of
content depends upon the associations made as the words are
seen."^'''
Dewey^® says, "To grasp.... a word in its meaning is to
perform an act of intelligent selection or analysis."
19Gray clearly points out that to grasp the meaning of a
passage is not a simple matter, "In the act of reading,
however, one cannot always rely on the meanings which he has
previously attached to specific words. This is due to the
fact that they are often used by the writer in a new or
different sense. As a result the reader must search.
1
6
Wilbur Alurra, Edgar Wesley and Uorah Zink, Section
on Social Studies, Encyclopedia of .Sducational Research
,
New York: The Macmillan Co. , 1941. P. 1140.
17
The National Society For the Study of Education,
The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook
,
Report of the National Committee
on Reeding, Public School Publishing Co.
,
Bloomington,
Illinois, 1925. P. 76.
18John Dewey, How We Think
, Boston: D. C. Heath and Co.,
1910. P. 180.
19William S. Gray, Section on Reading, Encyclopedia of
Educational Research, New York: The Macmillan Co., l9'4i. P.90L

sometimes quite vigorously, for the specific meanings
implied by the words reed." The Twenty-Fourth Yeerbook^^
says, "Words differ greatly as to the shades of meaning which
they convey in different contexts. The associations with a
given word may vary from one given by frequent or striking
usage to those which are made very occasionally."
21McKee states, "....the fundamental measure of
effectiveness in reading is the quality and the quantity
of the meaning which the individual realizes when he comes
in contact with printed symbols of ideas. Mere recognition
of either the visual or the auditory symbol of a word or
phrase as something that has been seen, heard, or spoken
before is not reading unless the recognition is accompanied
by the realization of some degree of meaning. Rirthermore,
when the reading of a given printed symbol results in the
realization of a small amount of meaning, or meaning that
moves away from correctness of understanding, it is
perfectly clear that the reading is either poor or misleading.
The best reading occurs when the individual realizes a large
amount of correct meaning as he comes in contact with a
given printed symbol."
^^
Qp. Cit . P. 78.
21
•^Paul McKee, "Certain Ivlatters of Importance in the
Teaching of Reading", The -Elementary English Review
, 14:
115-18, April, 1937. f. 115.

6Schools should realize that the reading vocabulary
required of the school child at every grade level is much
greater than one is commonly led to helieve. Those who
represent the vocabulary of a given reader to be the seme
as the total number of different word forms presented in
22the book are not stating the facts of the case. McKee
discovered in a recent analysis of ten primers and ten first
grade readers that a total of 2412 different word forms were
presented. However, these word forms were used to represent
almost 4000 different meanings. In the case of each book
analyzed, the number of different meanings involved was
considerably greater than the number of different word
forms included. Therefore, McKee says, "Word recognition
without well developed meanings like speed in silent reading
has no value by itself."
Most reeding authorities agree with McKee^"^ that a
"better understanding of the nature of reeding vocabulary is
needed. In the first place, it is clear that an individual's
real reading vocabulary is composed only of those words with
which he is able to make meaning when he comes in contact
with their printed symbols. Some of these words will carry
rather complete meaning for him; others cen be used only in
a meagre way. Some words will be useful in all their
^^Ibid P. 117.
22
Ibid P. 116.
-
I
91
different meanings; others will be known in connection with
only one or two of their several meanings. Most certainly
no word form is part of an individual's reading vocabulary
when he does not understand the particular meaning for which
it stands in a given setting, even though he is able to
pronounce or to recognize it visually as something he has
seen before.
"
24Skinner states, "It is the wide variation in meaning
which confuses children. It is interesting to analyze
the number of meanings for at, by, with, after. Run has
over thirty different meanings, some of which are: He will
run a race. Bill made a home run. That is a run for the
cows. They made a run on the bank. Grace has a run in her
stocking. The candidate agreed to run. Bear is simple if
we say, "I see the bear," but how about "You must bear the
burden." "Will you bear with me a little longer?"
She told an interesting anecdote concerning the word
after. A child was looking at a picture of horses. The
title of the picture was, "Wild Horses - After Rosa Bonheur.
"
The child remarked, "I can see the horses but I can't find
•
Rosa.
"
Recently Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews reported over Station
WBZ that a man in Cleveland, Ohio was arrested for a petty
24
Kate Skinner, "More About Remedial Reeding", Grade
Teacher, 57: 48, April, 1941. P. 48.
•

10
offense end fined one hundred dollers. The Judge decreed
the sentence to be exe cuted within one month. At the word
executed the offender fainted beceuse to him that word meant
death.
25
In the same vein, LaBrant says, "Tommy says, 'I want
my ball.
'
{meaning his red and white celluloid ball, the only
ball he knows). Yet a more experienced person in the use
of ball might say: 'I am all balled up.' 'The ball was
gay. ' 'This mud makes a ball on my heels. ' 'This world
is but a ball. ' She reports that "In a college class reading
Frost, fifteen out of fifty did not know whet was meant by
'birch' and were not even amused by the statement of one
student, 'Well, it's a tree something like a pine.' This
ignorance of what seem to many of us common words is another
basis for our desire to do something about the vocabuleries
of our pupils."
The writer would like to give e few concrete examples
from her own experiences showing how children have been
confused by not being able to grasp the meaning of a common
word used in a new setting. A seven year old girl was
standing by a chemical fire extinguisher. She read the
directions for using it which stated, "To play , turn upside
down." She laughed and said, "I didn't know this was a toy.
'^"^Lou LaBrent, "The Words They Know", The Mglish
Journal
,
'd'di 475-480, Nov., 1944. P. 476.
(
I thought it wfis real." She hed never seen play used in
that sense. An eight year old boy, leaving for a visit with
relatives, was given a dollar and told to be careful of it
es he would have to make it go for two weeks. He couldn't
understand what was meant by go. A three year old boy was
asked if he had seen any robins that day. "Oh yes," he
replied, "right out front. See." When told there were no
robins there he replied, "Yes, it goes right up the hill
and trucks go on it." He lived on Bobbins Road and he had
no idea that the questioner meant a bird.
The Twenty-Fourth Year Book^^ points out "The idiomatic
use of certain common words or word endings often proves
puzzling to children. Words which give a negative point of
view or limit the thought in unexpected ways need especial
attention: not only
,
if, unless
,
but meaning except are
examples .
"
Thus it becomes apparent that not only schools, but
writers of children's books should realize the misconceptions
which children get from varied meanings of words and give
more careful thought to the number of concepts for each word.
Op« Git . P. 79.
(
CHAPTER I
PRjiVIOUS RSSiiARCH
There have been many studies concerning vocabulary,
especially in word counts. Seegers^ reports the following
vocabulary studies:
1. Thorndike's Teachers Word Book is probably the
most significant of all these studies. Counting
the separate frequencies found in over 10,000,000
running words, Thorndike has listed with
considerable authenticity in frequency order the
20,000 words most frequently found in English
reading material.
2. International Kindergarten Union Study Committee.
A Study of the Vocabulary of Children Before
Entering First Grade; The most common 7000 different
words found known to preschool children.
'd. Madeline Horn's Study in which she gathered
489,655 running words by free association from
children in various kindergartens throughout the
country. There were included 7086 words.
J. Conrad Seegers
,
"Vocabulary Problems in The
Elementary School", Seventh Annuel Research Bulletin
, The
National Conference on Reseerch in English, Ilew York:
Scott, Foresman and Co., 19S9. P. 11.
12
((
inflect ionel forms and original coined words were
tabulated separately. The thousand words used most
frequently constitute a very useful list.
4. Ernest Horn's researches have been most significant
among studies designed to elicit words most useful
for writing and spelling.
5. Arthur I. Gates, on the besis of a series of
studies, listed the 1500 word vocabulary which he
considered basic for children's reading. These 1500
words were selected from 4300 words most frequently
found. The 1500 are listed in the order of
importance. A strong factor of Gates' study is
that he recognizes that as far as children are
concerned the use of a word is as significant as
the form.
6. Durre 11- Sullivan list, a selected vocabulary
for each of the intermediate grades, the words
are derived from 17 fourth grade books, 20 fifth
grade books, and 19 sixth grade books. Words in
the Gates primary list are not included, the list
being additional to the Gates list. Words were
included in the list at each grade level which
appeared in seven or more books.
7. Buckingham and Dolch Combined Word List was planned
to offer, conveniently assembled in one alphabetical
list the 19,000 words in eleven of the best known

word lists. After each word letters and numbers
would show all the lists containing the word and
the grade or frequency placement given in each list.
2
In criticizing this Combined Word List, Dolch states,
"as complete as this combined list is, it still does not tell
us Just what meanings are intended by the word forms it
contains. It may be assumed that the commonest meaning is
intended, but often there are various meanings that are
about equally common."
Durrell^ states that the Faucett-Maki list is a
combination of the Horn and Thorndike lists.
Helpful as these word counts or lists are, they do
not indicate what meaning or meanings are implied by any
entry nor do they show what meaning children understand at
a given grade level. Word lists are only words that have
occurred most frequently in reading material. They do not
claim to be lists of words that children understand. In
these word counts, some of the most frequent words are among
the most difficult to understand or define. Recognition of
a word by no means guarantees understanding, and understanding
a word in one setting by no means implies complete under-
standing.
^iS. W. Dolch, "Side Lights on a Combined Word List", The
Elementary .Snglish Review
,
14: 22-24, Jan., 19S7. P. 23.
Donald D. Durrell, "A Vocabulary for Corrective Reading",
The Elementary jlnglish Review
,
11-12: 106-109, April, 1934.
P. 106.

Although educators realize the difficulties caused by
the many words with multiple meaning in the jinglish language
and admit the need for research in this field, Seegers^ says,
"In elementary education the problem has by no means
received adequate attention." McKee^ emphasizes the need
of word lists showing what words children understand at
different grade levels and word lists that show the various
meanings of a given word which children understand at a
given grade level.
Dewey^ and Buckingham and Dolch''' substantiate McKee
in the belief that we cannot choose school books of a
vocabulary which is within the word knowledge of the
children who are to study those books until we have found out
the words of which children in the various grades know the
meanings. We cannot measure carefully the vocabulary
difficulty of reading material until there is available a
list of words together with their different meanings which
children understand at different grade levels.
^Qp . Cit . P. 2.
^Paul McKee, "Word Lists and Vocabulary Difficulty in
Reading Matter," The Elementary English Review, 14: 241-245,
Nov., 1937. P. 244.
J. C. Dewey, "A Case Study of Comprehension Difficulties
in American History," Elementary English Review
, 14: 25-30,
Jan., 1937.
7
B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined Word List,
Boston: Ginn and Co., 1936.

According to Cron"back
,
"One of the important needs in
the field of educational measurements is for improved
measures of word meanings."
9
Knott says, "There is no way of telling what research
will be opened up if we begin to pay attention to words of
multiple meaning."
Gates^^ found that knowledge of the meanings of words
as shown by results of multiple choice tests lags
consistently behind word recognition at all reading levels
and the differences become greater the higher the reading
grade
.
One of the best known studies which has attempted to
work out a meaning frequency count is The English Semantic
11Count by Thorndike and Lorge. Concerning this Count Lorge
says, "In Thorndike 's frequency count, homographs (i.e.
words of the same spelling as others, but either of different
Lee J. Cronback, "Measuring Knowledge of Precise Word
Meaning," Journal of ilducetional Research
, 26; 628-24,
March, 194^: P. 5'28.
9 Thomas A. Knott, "Observations on Vocabulary Problems,
The Elementary ilnglish Review
,
17, 62-67, Feb., 1940. P. 65.
10
A. I. Gates, G. L. Bond, and D. H. Russell, "Relative
Meaning and Pronunciation Difficulties of the Thorndike
£0,000 Words," Journal of Educational Research
,
22: 161-167,
Nov., 1928.
Irving Lorge, "The English Semantic Count," Teachers
College Record
.
29: 65-71, Oct., 1927. P. 66.

origins, uses, or meanings) like beer (the animel) and bear
(to carry) were oounted together not because they really
belonged together, but because such procedure expedited
the counting. For instance, the word game has a frequency
that places it in the second 500 most frequent words. This
word, however, has many meanings. It is apparent that
knowing the relative frequency of a homograph is but a small
part of the information needed about words."
In January 1934, Thorndike began the direction of an
exploration of the possibilities of the measurement of the
importance of eech meaning of each word at the Institute of
Education Research and it is known as the "semantic count"
as it is a count of meaning frequency.
In explaining the value of this count Lorge^^ says,
"When there is a reliable count of the meaning frequency
of words writers and editors will be able to choose not only
words that ere relatively frequent but also be able to
choose the more frequent meanings of those words. If a
teacher knows the frequency meanings of words she cen:
1. teach the most important words, and 2. teach the most
important concept of those words."
Tilley^^ reports that Kelley found that the multiple-
^^Ibid. P. 71
13Harvey C. Tilley, "A Technique for Determining the
Relative Difficulty of Word Meanings Among Jilementary School
Children," Journal of .Sxperimentel Education
, 5; 61-64,
Sept., 1936.

choice type of test is the most valid end reliable instrument
et present by which to determine the knowledge of words.
Wilking^^ tested word meaning by use of categories and found
the ability to define is not inherent in the vocabulary
knowledge of an accomplished reader. A pupil may know the
meaning but cannot express it.
Corson-^^ found that intermediate grade children tend
to express their ideas in a very narrow vocabulary range.
Words they use most frequently deal with general concepts
rather than with specific meanings or shades of meaning.
Elivian^^ found the greatest disadvantage in
vocabulary tests is that they test for one meaning only.
If a child knows some other meaning for the word, but not
the one required in the test, he is penalized.
Sims^''' pointed out the fact that many of the words
14
S. V. Wilking, Construction and Evaluation of a
Measure of Reading Vocabulary
.
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis
,
Boston University! 1940
.
15Hazel Corson, Individual Differences in the Jjixtent
and Level of the Vocabulary Used by Intermediate- Grade
Children ! Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University; 1938.
1
6
Jeannette Elivien, Word Perception and Word Meanin,
in Silent Reading in the InE'ermedi ate Grades . Unpublishe
Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University; 1938.
17Ruth L. Sims, "Concept Analysis of Primers and Pre-
Primers," The Elementary English Review
,
16:302-05, Dec,
1928.

included in pre-primers and primers were used to represent
more than one concept or meaning. It follows that the
meaning of a word may be only partially known after its
recognition has been thoroughly mastered.
Crosscup^® found it was possible for vocabularies to be
rather extensive numerically without this numerical extent
being any guarantee of the adequacy of concepts which may
be formulated within the range of such vocabularies.
Gray and Holmes^^ report that Fennell "detennined the
number of words that recur with different meanings in each
of fourteen readers (five primers, five first readers, four
second readers). The results showed a total of 222 recurring
words with a total of 842 meanings. Some of the words, such
as at, for
,
in, and of, presented twenty or more meanings.
The average number of meanings for words that recur in each
of the fourteen readers varied for the different books from
2.22 to 2.33. As a rule, the more advanced the reader,
the larger the number of meanings."
Richard B. Crosscup, A Survey and Analysis of
Methods and Techniques for Fostering Growth of Meaning
Vocabulary
.
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University
;
1940.
William S. Gray and illeanor Holmes, "The Development
of Meaning Vocabularies in Reeding," Publicetions of the
Laboratory Schools of the University of Chicago
,
No. 6,
Feb., 1928. Chicago, The University of Chicago, Appendix
P. 115.

20
20Grey and Holmes report the following studies:
Doloh, as a result of tabulations based on a series of
readers, "found that the primer and first reader contained a
total of 2 78 new meanings; the second reader, 611; the third
reader, 1,496; the fourth reader, 1,540; the fifth reader,
1,431. The notable increase at the third-grade level
doubtless results in numerous difficulties in comprehension.
Irmina also determined the number of new meanings in the
primers, first readers, and second readers of eleven series.
The range was from 290 to 447 for the primers, 265 to 489 for
the first readers, and from 458 to 793 for the second readers.
The findings of Fennell, Dolch and Irmina indicate
that studies of vocabulary problems should not be based on
word forms alone. Many of the difficulties which children
encounter in understanding what is reed can doubtless be
ettributed to neglect of the number and repetition of
meenings by those who prepare text meterials. "
21Cronback found thet in raeesuring knowledge of precise
word meening thet it wes very possible thet the pupil knew
the word but feiled to pass the item beceuse of leek of
understanding of the phrasing used in the definition.
CO
Seegers ^ suramerizes the following studies that throw
20
21
22
Ibid. Appendix P. 116.
Git.
Op. Cit.

some light on the ability of children to supply shedes of
meaning. Steger found with 464 elementery school children
from grades five to eight who were asked to supply all
possible meanings attached to 44 words of high frequency
selected from Horn*s list that there was some increase in
ability to detect or state shades of meaning from grade to
grade. White showed a film to 79 fourth, fifth and sixth
graders and asked the children to write and tell about what
they had seen. These oral and written compositions were
analyzed to determine different meanings, according to
context, children expressed by certain words. He discovered
that the word u£ was used in 22 different meanings.
Williams in a study of 62 first graders used 32 frequently
used words which have many shedes of meaning in English found
that when the children were asked to make sentences with
certain words, an increase in knowledge of shades of word
meaning resulted. Holmes pointed out that inefficient
readers were unable to state which words they did not know.
Such readers do not gather meanings in context. Elivian
discovered that in general fifth and sixth grade children
were unable to discover for themselves the words which they
did not know, even though words were defined in context.
Young found that in intermediate grade reading, incomplete
or insufficient understanding of word meanings rather than
inability to read the word causes most of the trouble.
Remedial reading classes conducted at various universities

show the necessity of emphasizing meaning, even et the
expense of speed.
22Thomdike classified words which present difficulty
to children with respect to meaning as follows:
"(a) words which always or almost always have the same
meaning; (b) those which have several clearly distinct
meanings, the one intended being indicated, as a rule, by
the context; (c) those whose meanings fluctuate 'by fine
shades or degrees' and which require not only a study of the
context but also 'considerable ability and experience in the
hearer or reader'; (d) those whose meanings are so varied
that they can be grasped only as totals, such as no matter
,
never mind , call down , clear out .
"
24Dolch classified his words as follows: (a) those
whose meanings are already known and need merely to be
recognized; (b) those which can be taught through the use
of familiar experiences; (c) those which can be taught
satisfactorily only through the provision of additional first'
hand experiences." Most of the types of words that cause
difficulty belong to the third group.
While this study is not concerned with the many
22
iS. L. Thorndike, "Improving the Ability to Read",
Teachers College Record , 36: 1-19, 123-144, 229-241, Oct.,
Nov. , Dec. , 1934.
24
S. W. Dolch, Reeding and Word Meanings
,
Boston:
Ginn and Co., 1927.

problams of misunderstanding arising from the technical
vocabularies of special subjects, the writer would like to
OK
list a few as reported hy Seegers. Yarrington by means
of carefully designed written tests discovered which of a
considerable list of concepts occasioned difficulty in the
intermediate grades. Later, personal interviews with the
children amplified the test findings. She discovered that
many terras which children are thought to understand are
understood either insufficiently or not at all. For example,
over half of the children thought a "mountain range" to be a
place in the mountains where cattle grazed. Kelty claims
that it is by no means to be assumed that children will
associate precise meanings with names of objects which they
know only in the abstract. The fact that a child does not
know a term does not necessarily imply that he could not
understand it. Horn states that many problems of mis-
understanding arise from the technical vocabulary of the
social studies. He advises, after reducing complicating
factors to a reasonable minimum, the stressing of adequate
understanding. "ibcect meaning is always the important thing."
Gray and Holmes^^ say, "Unless children attach clear,
accurate meanings to words, their oral and written language
Op. Cit .
Up* Cit . P. 1.

is often inaccurate and ineffective. Furthermore, they are
unable to acquire readily, either through listening or through
reading, new ideas which the school may contribute. This is
true even in activities relating to situations which are
very familiar. The need for a rich meaning vocabulary
becomes increasingly evident as the ideas, concepts and
information involved depart from the everyday experiences and
language activities of children."
Gray and Holmes^''' present evidence to show that "the
meanings of words are acquired slowly as a rule, that some
are learned relatively early and others not until quite
late, if at all, in the school life of the child, and that
individuals differ widely in the rate at which they acquire
meanings. Furthermore, the character of the definitions
attached to words changes notably from the lower to the
higher grades. The period from nine to fifteen is
particularly productive in the acquisition of meaning.
One of the facts emphasized repeatedly by all investigators
is the surprising lack among children of clear, accurate
meanings of words. The development of such meanings is a
specific obligation of teachers at all grade levels and
in each field of study."
• Cit. P. 17.
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Thorndike seys that children should acquire from
10,000 to 25,000 word meanings by the time they leave Grade 9.
pg
Dolch stated that "children enter school knowing the
meaning of about 2,000 words. From then on the yearly
increases might be estimated as follows:
Grade 1 800
Grade II 800
Grade III 900
Grade IV 900
Grade V 1,000
Grade VI 1,100
Grade VII 1,200
Grade VIII 1,300
Hepburn^^ emphasizes the duty of home and school to
develop meaning vocabularies because "One who uses words
precisely can always say exactly what he means, can give
clear orders and succinct answers. An exact knowledge of
language makes for clear thinking."
From these studies it seems advisable that definite
attention be given at all educational levels to the
enrichment of the meaning vocabulary of the learner.
Therefore this study is an attempt to evaluate some
techniques for measuring the knowledge of word meanings in
the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
^^Sdward L. Thorndike, "Word Knowledge in the Grades",
Nation's Schools
,
14: 19-20, Dec, 1934.
^^E. W. Dolch, "Side Lights on a Combined Word List",
Op . Git . P. 22.
^^Sarah K. Hepburn, "Building Vocabularies", Parents'
Magazine . 13 : 17 and 74
,
March, l938, P. 75.
^^i;;^;^^;^;;^^

CHAPTiiR II
PLAN UF STUDY
The purpose of this study was to evaluate some
techniques for measuring the knowledge of word meanings in
the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
As a result of the findings of this study, it was
hoped to determine:
1. Some effective procedures for demonstrating the
different levels of meaning of the same word.
2. The relative value of these procedures for
measuring the different meanings of the same word.
3. Which procedure shows the clearest item validity.
4. Which procedure permits the greatest number of
meanings for the amount of space consumed.
5. Which procedures are easy to score.
6. Which procedures have the lowest chance factor.
The writer selected 100 words from Durrell's^ Primary
Reading Vocabulary. The words were taken from this list
because they were common words, well within the experiences
of children; each had several meanings; they offered no
reading difficulty. Five tests were composed, each testing
Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities
,
New York: World Book Company, 1940. Appendix
P. 345-;354.
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various meanings of twenty words. The following table shows
the words used and the number of the test in which they
were used.

TABLiS I
WORDS USilD IN THE TESTS
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5
1. run care clean soil face
2. about mean over above head
3. after heavy well before arm
4. bear cap till point hand
5. bridge carry keep even with
6. blue help right under high
7. among want short on great
8. still for true sure bill
9. fire from if top
10. ring can train when but
11. place play line while dress
12. stamp need set stop draw
13. slip like change stay pass
14. 1 O VI ^ good no 10. step class
15. show fair roll last bank
16. time fast room grade stand
17. trade Just round watch pound
18. turn fine feel long fruit
19. light guess field ball plan
20. at hard ground fall store

The writer ohecked the meanings with Webster's New
International Diotionary ^. No attempt was made to test all
of the meanings of any word. Rather, the writer endeavored
to test the very common meanings of the words, those
meanings which the pupils were most likely to hear spoken
and to find in their reading. The vocabulary throughout
the tests was kept very simple and within the comprehension
of the pupils in order to eliminate all reading difficulties.
In getting the dictionary meanings for the words tested,
all definitions marked dialect, obsolete, colloquial,
slang, rare, archaic and those that belonged to special
occupations were avoided. The writer paid no attention to
parts of speech in choosing the words and their meanings.
After a particular word had been decided upon and its
dictionary meanings had been obtained, it was necessary to
decide which technique would best test its meanings. After
the test for a particular word had been written, the writer
again checked the meanings with the dictionary to make
certain that all meanings were correct.
The tests were recognition type in which modifications
of matching, multiple choice and true false techniques were
used. Sach test used at least one of each of these
techniques, and as there were five tests, each technique
^V'/ebster's New International Dictionary - Second Edition
unabridged, Springfield, Mass; G. and C. Merriam Co.
,
Publishers, 1926.

wes used at leest five times unless otherwise designated in
their description.
The five tests can be found in the appendix. The
following are sample techniques taken from the tests:
1. Matching (Match words with their dictionary
definitions. Only four tests of this type
Directions: Read the words under A and find their
meanings under B. Write the numbers in front of the words
under A before the meanings under B.
A £
1. can — to move lightly as leaves in the wind
2. play — to act on the stage
2. need — to be able to
— the lack of anything desired
— to be necessary
— a metal container for holding liquids,
solids, and powders
— to frolic
— time of trouble
— to take part in a game
— poverty
-- freedom to act
— to preserve

£. Matching (words with synonyms)
Directions: Read the words under A and the words that
mean the same under B. Then put the number of the word
under A in the blank before its meaning under B.
A
1. slip
B
rotate, twist, revolve, bend
2. land • demonstrate, exposure, display,
2. show direct, splurge
4. time — slide, glide, twig, covering, trip,
5. trade mistake
6. turn — craft, business, sell, exchange,
commerce
— ground, disembark, soil, capture, earth
duration, interval, while, period, term
3. Multiple Choice
Directions: Choose the word to make each sentence
correct. Put the number found in front of the correct word
in the blank in the sentence.
1. The tree will fruit.
2. The news made her .
3. You must it in mind.
4. There is a over the river.
5. Her eyes are as as the sky.
6. He caught a in his trap.
7. He broke the of his nose.
8. That horse is a real blood.
1. bear
2. bridge
3. blue

9. The sailor stood on the of the ship.
10. He cannot to hurt you.
11. Mother is at a party.
12. He is true .
4. Multiple Choice
Directions: One of these words at the right will go
in all of these sentences. Choose the one right word.
1. We came just John. at
2. The boy takes his father. behind
3. What is he ? after
4. You did it, all I said. before
6. The baby is named his uncle.
6. You may go supper.
7. Mary looks the children.
8. The dog is the cat again.
6. Multiple Choice
Directions; Underline the sentence that shows the
correct use of the word point . When we say, "You missed the
point of the story," we mean:
1. You did not like the story.
2. You had heard the story before.
3. You could not hear the story.
4. You thought the story was too long.
5. You did not get the main idea of the story.

6. Multiple Choioe
Directions: Read the meanings of the word 'b^[_ written
below. Choose the meaning which you think is correct for
this sentence. Put the number of that meaning in the space
before the sentence.
Here is the sentence:
You must finish your work b^ four o'clock.
Here are the meanings:
1. next or near to
2. along
3. past and beyond
4. not any later than
5. according to
6. through the agency of
7. because of
8. beside
7. Multiple Choice
Directions: These sentences need either the word when
or while to make them correct. Write the correct word in
the blanks. {There are only two tests like this).
1. You can not go it is still raining.
2. She read I shopped.
3. Is that worth your ?
4. It was too late, he came.
5. We will be glad the war is over.
6. I do not think so, it could be true.

7. — - will it be ready?
8. I have two hours to away.
9. She wanted to know I saw him last.
8. True-false type (While this type is not definitely )
(true false, in each item the pupil )
(marks either the right or the wrong)
(There are six tests using this type)
(item. )
Directions: Write the word run only in the blanks
where it makes sense.
1. Jack can fast.
E. Bill made a home .
3. Mary has a in her stocking.
4. We saw a Wild West .
6. Did he for mayor?
6. Did the watch down?
7. We watched the bicycle today.
8. He tried to the meeting.
9. There was a on the bank.
10. A brook is sometimes called a .
9. True - false type
Directions: Put an X in front of the sentence if roll
is not the right word to use.
1. Baby likes to roll a ball.
2. He can roll a boat.
2. The scout made a blanket roll.
4. Did I hear the roll of thunder?
6. I like to watch the waves roll in.
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6. He hes a roll like a lion.
7. The eggs of fishes are called roll.
8. Jaok oen roll the drum.
9. Jane bought a oinnamon roll.
10. Mother will roll the pie orust.
10. True-false type (Seven of these tests were used.)
Directions: Read these definitions. Do any of them
describe a meaning of cap ? Put C in front of all the
definitions that mean cap .
1. a covering for the head.
2. a Justifiable claim.
3. the range of a gun.
4. the size of writing paper.
6. a small piece of paper containing an explosive charge.
6. to cover a diseased tooth.
7. to reach the utmost limit in action or words.
8. the rising ground bordering a river.
The writer endeavored to make the directions for each
section of every test very clear and definite, using a
simple vocabulary so there would be no reading difficulty
end the pupil would know exactly what was required of him.
The tests were given to 156 children in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades in an elementary school in a large
residential town in Massachusetts. There were two of each
of these grades in this building. The tests were given by
the regular teacher in each instance and were scored by the

writer. The teacher was instructed not to help the pupils
on any item, hut if a child did not understand the
directions, it was permissible to explain them to him.
These tests were given at the rate of one a day for five days
The tests had no time limit, hut the teachers reported that
in every case, the pupils were all finished at the end of a
twenty-five minute period. The tests were given the first
week in March, 1945.
The chronological ages and the mental ages were taken
from the school records. The following table shows the
mean chronological and the mean mental ages of the total
population by grades. This table also shows the
intelligence of the population was better than average.

TABIui II
CHRONOLOGICAL AGiiS AUD MniAIT MMTAL AGiiS OF THii TOTAL
POPULATION BY GRADjiS
Grade Number of pupils
Mean
chronological age
Mean
mental age
year - month year - month
4 65 9-4 10 - 10
6 52 10-5 12-3
6 48 11-6 13-3
Total 155

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
In scoring these tests and analyzing the date therefrom,
the writer constantly kept in mind the purpose of this study,
i.e., to evaluate some techniques for measuring the knowledge
of word meanings in the fourth, fifth and sixth grades.
As a result of the findings of this study, it was
hoped to determine;
! Some effective procedures for demonstrating the
different levels of meaning of the same word.
2. The relative value of these procedures for
measuring the different meanings of the same word.
3. Which procedure shows the clearest item validity.
4. Which procedure permits the greatest number of
meanings for the amount of space consumed.
6. Which procedures are easy to score.
6. Which procedures have the lowest chance factor.
The score for each test was found by counting the
number of right items for each section of the test and then
adding the total number of right answers. In no instance,
did a pupil receive a perfect score for any test.
The following table shows the mean score for each of
the tests by grades.
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TABLjS III
iLSM SCOR^IS BY GRADjSS
Highest Possible score
Test I Test II Test III Test IV Test "V
81 88 79 69 69
Mean score by grades
4 66. o5 58.65 51.90 49.90 41.20
5 61.70 65.75 56.60 55.00 48.35
6 63.90 67.95 61.50 57.30 50.66
I
After obtaining the total score for each test for each
pupil, the writer did an item by item analysis for each
section of each test for each pupil in order to find the
number of correct responses for each item made by the fourth,
the fifth and the sixth grades.
The following table shows this item by item analysis
for Section A, Test I. This same procedure was used for
every section of every test.
!
TABLE IV
ITIM MfALTSIS OP SECTION A, TEST I BY GRADES
Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Itams Right Wrong Right Wrong Right Wrong
1. Jack can ran fast. 54 1 52 0 47 1
2. Bill made a home run. 46 9 52 0 46 2
3. Mary has a run in her stocking. 48 7 47 5 40 8
4. We saw a Wild West
.
44 11 48 4 43 5
5. Did he run for Mayor? 44 11 45 7 43 5
6. Did the watch run down? 33 22 33 19 32 16
7. We watch the "bicycle today- 35 20 41 11 34 14
8. He tried to run the meeting. 43 12 40 12 39 9
9, There was a yun on the bank. 5 50 2 50 5 43
10 . A "brook is sometimes called a run. 10 45 3 49 6 42

Using the results of the item by item analysis, the
writer found the per oent of correct responses for each item
for each grade. The per cent of correct responses was found
for every section of every test.
The following table shows the per cent of correct
responses for Section A, Test I. This procedure was
followed in every section of every test.
I
TABLi: V
P£]R CiLNT UF CORRECT RiSSPOHSiSS FuR SECTION A, TEST I BY GRADES
Items Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
1. Jack can run fast. 98.2 100 97.9
2. Bill made a home run. 83.6 100 95.8
2. Mary has a run in her stocking. 87.3 90.4 83.3
4. We saw a Wild West . 80. 92.3 89.6
6. Did he run for Mayor? 80. 86.6 89.6
6. Did the watch run down? 60. 63.5 66.7
7. We watched the bicycle today. 63.6 59.6 70.8
8. He tried to run the meeting, 78.2 77. 81.2
9. There was a run on the bank. 9.1 3.8 10.4
10. A brook is sometimes called a run, 18.2 5.8 12.6
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On the besis of the per cent of correct responses for
each item, the writer found the number of valid items for
each technique used. An item wes considered valid if the
succeeding grede showed an increase of correct responses
over the preceeding grade. Using this criterion for finding
validity, Table Y shows that only items 5 and 6 were valid
for Section A, Test I.
The tests were recognition type in which modifications
of matching, multiple choice and true false techniques were
used. The writer classified each section of each test as
matching, multiple choice or true false. Then each of these
classifications was broken up into types according to the
technique used. Then each section was designated as
Matching, Type I, Multiple Choice, Type II, True False, Type
III, etc. According to this classification the writer had
two types of matching, five types of multiple choice, and
three types of true false.
The following sample sections taken from the tests
and classified according to technique and type will explain
the above paragraph.
I
1. Mstohing, Type I (words with dictionary definitions.)
(per cent of valid items 55.56. )
Directions: Read the words under A and find their
meanings under B. Write the numbers in front of the words
under A before the meanings under B.
A B
1. can to move lightly as leaves in the wind.
2. play to act on the stege
S. need to be able to
-- the lack of anything desired
— to be necessary
— a metal container for holding liquids,
solids, and powders
-- to frolic
— time of trouble
— to take part in a game
— poverty
— freedom to act
— to preserve

2. Matching, Type 2 (words with synonyms )
(per cent of valid items 78.57)
Directions: Read the words under A and the words that
mean the same under B. Then put the number of the word under
A in the blank before its meaning under B.
A
1. slip
2. land
3 . show
4. time
6. trade
6. turn
S
rotate, twist, revolve, bend
demonstrate, exposure, display,
direct, splurge
slide, glide, twig, covering, trip,
mistake
craft, business, sell, exchange,
commerce
ground, disembark, soil, capture
,
earth
duration, interval, while, period,
term
%
3. Multiple Choice, Type I (per cent of valid items)
(41.67 )
Directions : Choose the word to make each sentence
correct. Put the number found in front of the correct word
in the blank in the sentence.
1. The tree will fruit. 1. bear
2. The news made her . 2. bridge
3. You must it in mind. 2. blue
4. There is a over the river.
5. Her eyes are as as the sky.
6. He caught a in his trap.
7. He broke the of his nose.
8. That horse is a real blood.
9. The sailor stood on the of the ship.
10. He cannot to hurt you.
11. Mother is at a party.
12. He is true .

4. Multiple Choice, Type II (per cent of valid items)
(64.1 )
Directions : One of these words et the right will go in
ell of these sentences. Choose the one right word.
1. We came just John. at
E. The boy takes his father. behind
3. What is he ? after
4. You did it, all I said. before
5. The baby is named his uncle.
6. You may go supper.
7. Mary looks the children.
8. The dog is the oat again.
5. Multiple Choice, Type III (per cent of valid items)
(32. )
Directions: Underline the sentence that shows the
correct use of the word point . When we say, "You missed the
point of the story", we mean:
1. You did not like the story.
2. You had heard the story before.
3. You could not hear the story.
4. You thought the story was too long.
5. You did not get the main idea of the story.

6. Multiple Choice, Type IV (per cent of valid items 60.
Directions: Read the meanings of the word written
below. Choose the meaning which you think is correct for
this sentence. Put the number of that meaning in the space
before the sentence.
Here is the sentence:
You must finish your work b;^^; four o'clock.
Here are the meanings:
1. next or near to
2. along
3. past and beyond
4. not any later than
5. according to
6. through the agency of
7. because of
8.. beside

7. Multiple Choioe, Type V (per cent of valid items)-
(31.58 )
Directions: These sentences need either the word
when or while to make them correct. Write the correct word
in the blanks.
1. You can not go it is still raining.
2. She read I shopped.
3. Is that worth your ?
4. It was too late, he came.
6. Ytfe will be glad the war is over.
6. I do not think so, it could be true.
7. will it be ready?
8. I have two hours to away.
9. She wanted to know I saw him last.
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8. True - false type I (per cent of valid items E5.93)
Directions ; Write the word run only in the blanks
where it makes sense.
1. Jack can fast.
2. Bill made a home .
3. Mary has a in her stocking.
4. We saw a Wild West .
6. Did he for Mayor?
6. Did the watch down?
7. We watched the bicycle today.
8. He tried to the meeting.
9. There was a on the bank.
10. A brook is sometimes called a .
9. True - false Type II (per cent of valid items 40.41)
Directions; Put an X in front of the sentence if roll
is not the right word to use.
1. Baby likes to roll a ball.
2. He can roll a boat.
3. The scout made a blanket roll.
4. Did I hear the roll of thunder?
5. I like to watch the waves roll in?
6. He has a roll like a lion.
7. The eggs of fishes are called roll.
8. Jack can roll the drum.
9. Jane bought a cinnamon roll.
10. Mother will roll the pie crust.
B'^stnn University
•School of Bducation
Library

10. True - false Type III (per cent of velid items 23.81)
Directions: Read these definitions. Do any of them
describe a meaning of cap ? Put C in front of all the
definitions that mean cap »
1. a covering for the heed.
2. a Justifiable claim.
3. the range of a gun.
4. the size of writing paper.
5. a small piece of paper containing an explosive charge.
6. to cover a diseased tooth.
7. to reach the utmost limit in action or words.
8. the rising ground bordering a river.
The following table shows the per cent of valid items
for each technique used.

TABLjS VI
PiSR CiiUT OF VALIJ ITJ2.IS FOR EACH TiSCHNIQUi: USiiD
Technique
Number
of tests
Number
of items
Number of
valid items
Per cent o:
valid
items
Metehing
Type I 4 45 25 55.56
Type II 6 28 22 78.57
Multiple choice
Type I 5 62 25 41.67
Type II 5 39 25 64.1
Type III 6 25 8 32.
Type IV 6 35 21 60.
Type V 2 19 6 31.58
True false
Type I 6 54 14 25.93
Type II 5 47 19 40.41
Type III 7 57 13 23.81

CHAPTiSR IV
SUMMARY MB CUlTCLUSIOlfS
The purpose of this study was to eveluate some
techniques for measuring the knowledge of word meanings in
the fourth, fifth and sixth grades.
As a result of the findings of this study, it was hoped
to determine:
1. Some effective procedures for demonstrating the
different levels of meaning of the same word.
2. The relative value of these procedures for
measuring the different meanings of the same word.
3. Which procedure shows the clearest item validity.
4. Which procedure permits the greatest numter of
meanings for the amount of space consumed.
5. Which procedures are easy to score.
6. Which procedures have the lowest chance factor.
The writer selected 100 words from Durrell's'^ Primary
Reading Vocabulary. The words selected were common words,
well within the experiences of children, each had several
meanings, and they offered no reading difficulty. Five tests
were composed, each testing various meanings of twenty words.
^Donald D. Durrell
,
Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities
,
New York: World Book Company, 1940. Appendix
P. 345-254.
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The writer checked the meanings of these words with
Webster's Uew Internationel Dictionary (unabridged). No
attempt was made to test all of the meanings of any word.
Rather, the writer endeavored to test the very common
meanings of the words, those meanings which the pupils were
most likely to hear spoken and to find in their reading.
The vocabulary throughout the tests was kept very simple
and within the comprehension of the pupils in order to
eliminate all reading difficulties. In obtaining the
dictionary meanings for the words tested, all definitions
marked dialect, obsolete, colloquial, slang, rare, archaic
and those that belonged to special occupations were avoided.
The tests were recognition type in which modifications
of matching, multiple choice and true false techniques were
used. In most instances, each technique was used five times,
once in each test. After the tests were constructed, the
writer checked all of the meanings again to make certain
that all meanings were correct.
The writer endeavored to make the directions for each
section of every test very clear and definite, using a
simple vocabulary so there would be no reeding difficulty
end the pupil would understand exactly what was required
of him.
The tests were given the first week in March to a
total population of 155 children, 55 in the fourth grade,
62 in the fifth grade, and 48 in the sixth grade. The
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elementary school in which the tests were given is located
in e lerge residential town in Massechusetts . The tests were
given by the regular teacher and scored by the writer.
The teacher wes instructed not to help the pupils on any
item, but it was permissible to explain any of the directions
which a pupil did not understand. These tests were given at
the rate of one test a day for five days. There was no time
limit on the tests, but the teachers reported that the pupils
were all finished at the end of a twenty-five minute period.
The chronological ages and the mental ages of the pupils
were taken from the school records. The mental ages showed
that the population was above average in intelligence.
The score for each test was found by counting the
number of right items for each section of the test and then
adding the total number of right items. Ho pupil received
e perfect score for any test.
After obtaining the total score for each test, the
writer did an item by item analysis for each section of the
I test in order to find the number of correct responses for
each item by each grade. Using the results of the item by
item analysis, the writer found the per cent of correct
responses for each item for each grade.
On the basis of the per cent of correct responses for
eech item, the writer found the number of valid items for
each technique used. An item was considered valid if the
,
succeeding grade showed an increase of correct responses over
=9=
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the preceeding grade.
From this study the writer oonoludes:
That matching and multiple choice techniques are
effective procedures for measuring the different levels of
meaning of the same word.
The types of items that give the best results are
these types in this order:
Per cent of valid items
1
1. Matching Type II 78.57
2. Multiple Choice Type II 64.
1
3. Multiple Choice Type IV 60.
4. Matching Type I 56.66
6. Multiple Choice Type I 41.67
6. True False Type II 40.41
7. Multiple Choice Type III 32.
8. Multiple Choice Type V 31.58
9. True False Type I 26.93
10. True False Type III 23.81
The techniques on which the pupils consistently received
the lowest scores and which showed the lowest item validity
were ••
1. True False, Type III, in which the pupils marked
the dictionary definitions that had a meaning for a
given word.
2. True False, Type I in which the pupils were to write
a given word in the blanks in the sentences if it

made sense.
The mstching technique showed the clearest item
validity with multiple choice second.
The matching technique also tests the most meanings for
the space consumed and again multiple choice is second.
In this study with these particular tests, the writer
found that the matching technique was easiest to score,
although none of the techniques offered much difficulty
along this line. All of these techniques could be so
arranged on the paper as to score very easily.
By counting the number of responses the pupil had to
consider before making a choice, the writer concluded that,
although the True False technique had the lowest item
validity it also had the lowest chance factor, with Multiple
Choice second, and Matching third. Here again it is
interesting to note that although Matching has the highest
chance fector that Matching, Type II had the clearest item
validity.
On the basis of the results of this study, the writer
concludes that the elementary schools should do much more
classroom work on common words with multiple meanings.

CHAPTilR V
SUGGiCSTIONS FOR FURTHii'R STUDY
As a result of this study, the writer thinks it would
of velue to continue the study of children's knowledge
of word meanings along these lines:
1. To revise these tests end give them to a larger
population.
2. To build some tests to measure the difficulty in
word meanings caused by different parts of speech.
2. To build some oral tests to measure word meanings
with young children.
4. To make a study of the different word meanings
found in the voluntary writing of children (letters
and compositions).
5. To build some tests to measure the less common
meanings of words.
6. To build some tests to discover how prefixes and
suffixes affect the knowledge of word meanings
in children.
7. To build tests to measure children's knowledge of
colloquialisms and dialect.
8. To build tests to measure children's, knowledge of
the meaning of idioms (here idioms should be under- )
(stood as an expression which, )
(as a whole, has a meaning )
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(different from that of the
(joined meanings of its parts
(as hard put to it
,
or come by
( it , or can't holH" e candle
( to it .
9. Tb build tests to measure children's knowledge of
word meanings in subject fields as arithmetic,
social studies and science.
10. To build tests to measure children's ability to
understand dictionary definitions.
11. To build tests to measure children's ability to
get meaning from newspaper articles and radio talks.
12. To make a study to determine the best methods and
procedures for teaching word meanings.
13. To make a study to determine whether more oral
language in the grades would make for better
knowledge of word meanings.
\
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TEST ONE
Write your name here_
A. Write the word run only in the blanks where it makes sense
Ir Jack can ^^XAAyy^ fast.
2. Bill made a home /jAjiyy^
3 - Mary has a ^JXA^iyV^ in her stocking.
4r We saw a Wild West
v^.. Did he^.. for Mayor?
1/6^. Did th"e W3 tch^^ vmxk^ down?
7. We watched the bicycle today.
8. He tried to ) AyC^y^ tt^e meeting.
9« There was x^ia^i^ on the bank.
10. A brook is sometimes called a \/LA.^yi^
B. Put an X in front of the sentence if about is not the right
word to use.
^» There were trees all about him.
2. It is about time to go.
Her house is ajsoutimine.
The story was kbout an Indian.
5« You may stay about an hour.
6. He did not have any money about him.
The city was about the river.
\. All children know that turn about is fair play.
y^9 » He is able to be up and about.
^10. He about saw the bear.
Cf. The^e sentences need one word to make them correct. C\i^a^e
the right word I'-rom these four words at the right.
, p . i
Director c^^v^.U n r€aci;6i^ ^ rh^ U^y- uyovis <&rUry kT^i^ ^ o . h ^K^^J-^JSc Stnt^
J 1. We -came just oJffjy John. <-^>oo5<. "fh^ ^ »>r^ . '^e,
2^ The boy takes ctlA7y\T~ his father. behind
^ \/5 * What is he c^J^y^
.
? after
You did it, c I^t^Iy\\, all I said. before
The baby is mfied ^J^^tlyi
.
his uncle.
You may go supper.
/T. Mary looks 2<lL.i2y\
"
the children.
8. The dog is AjL^^ the cat again.
'1> Page one
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D. Choose the word to make each sentence correct. Put the
number found in front of the correct word in the blank in the
sentence
.
The tree will ^ fruit. 1. bear
vi. The news made her . 2. bridge
You must
_( it in mind. 3» blue
4. There is a ^ over the river.
5. Her eyes are as 3 as the sky.
6. He caught a / in his trap.
Ixf^ He broke the ^ of his nose.
1/6. That horse is a real 3 blood.
9. The sailor stood on the ,j
_
of the ship.
10. He cannot / to hurt you.
y.. Mother is at a ^2- party,
l/i 2 . He i s tme 3 .
^Jo av\y ov Vktse
E. Read these definitions. Baas
-
among have anything to do with-^ cwmoha^
t^^^ffij^ If among can be used, put C in front of the definition.
1^. in the midst of
l/C2. in the group with
C3» surrounded by
c4. by the united action of
^5. in the time of
F. Underline the sentence that shows the correct use of the word
still . When we say, "They are still talking," we mean:
1. They are talking quietly.
2. They have just begun to talk.
3> They are trying not to talk.
They are continuing to talk.
j^/OT" They are talking excitedly.
I.
(«
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G-. Put the number in front of each word in the blank before its
meaning.
1. fire ^ the burning of fuel in a stove
3 > a particular region
lySl to sound clearly and resonantly
2. ring L,^d~ a circular or round arrangement of
people or things
3 social rank or position
3. place I light, flame and heat in its destroying
effects
oiL the field or contest of politics
the position of figures in arithmetic
in relation to other figures in a row
l/\ to discharge a gun
H. Here is the word stamp and many of its meanings. Some of the
phrases have no meaning of stamp. Cross out the phrases that
are not right.
stamp
1. The design on a coin is called a stamp.
2. The metal form used to stamp medals is called
e4rther a die or a stamp.
—T o rejis-e o r draw wate r-.
-4^—To—st^i-ke—wi-t-te—a- closed fist;
5. To set your foot down hard.
6. To put postage on a letter.
—Te—pi:*e-&^-a-trh-ing herd in order to move it-^
1^^. To fix a thing deeply in your mind.
9. To have the mark of a genius.
I. Read the words under A and the definitions under B. Then put
the number of the word under A in the blank before its
meaning under B.
rotate, twist, revolve, bend
t/l3 demonstrate, exposure, display, direct,
splurge
l/
1
slide, glide, twig, covering, trip,
mistake
iyi5 craft, business, sell, exchange, commerce
f/Ll ground, disembark, soil, capture, earth
^
duration, interval, while, period, term
A
1. slip
2. land
3. show
4. time
5. trade
6. turn
II
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J. Put l.ifiht in the blg.nks if it makes sense
1.
2
.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
i/io.
She has a
The picture hung in.
Father will
The cake wagnot^ood as
skin.
good
the fi
it was so
wo rk
.
that Jack could not
Fanning is very
He broke one i^'^J^' in the v/indow.
The box was so ~u
move it.
The wind blew down ten trees.
of foot.
hearted
.
The deer is very
The boy was happy and
K. Read the following sentence. Then read the meanings of the
word, at, written below. Choose the meaning which you think
is correct for this sentence. Put the number of that meaning
in the blank before the sentence.
Here is the sentence:
sJ5^ He sold, radishes at ten cents a bunch.
Here are the definitions:
Place v/hore an event occurs.
Showing presence at an event.
Showing the object of action or effort.
Indicating a relation of employment.
Indicating the value of
Indicating a relation of cause.
1I
(
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TiiiBT TWO
m Write your name here
A. Choose the word to make each sentence correct. Put the
number found in front of the correct word in the blank in the
sentence
.
1.'
3.
4.
5^
1/^6.
7.
8.
9-.
^10.
11.
12.
I that boy over there.
Money does not .J^ much to him.
That is a 3 stone.
The horse acted JL today.
Take
_/ , that you do not fall.
I will mail it in / of Mr. Smith.
We had a 3 rain.
Did you ^3- "to give it away?
The dog has a 3 coat.
The room had a 3 Oder of lilies.
The baby is a great / to her.
He does not / about his neighbors,
1. care
2. mean
3 . heavy
B. these definitions. Do any of them describe a meaning of
Put C in front of all the definitions that mean cap .
a covering for the head,
a justifiable claim,
the range of a gun.
the si2e of writing paper.
-a small piece of paper conta.ining an explosive
charge
.
to cover a diseased tooth.
to reach the utmost limit in action or words,
the rising ground bordering a river.
C. Write the v/ord carry
2.
only in the blanks where it makes sense.
He will
That sto
3 . He had to
_
4-* He does not
|/^. You must
6. Did Mr. Roosev
7. The plant will
8. That gun has a
,
9 • T he re is a
1^10. You must
re does riot
box for you.
,xC-^5i/i/vt^ meat
.
his way 'through the woods,
himself well.
when you add this example.
\ ^-XL.-f:ky\AA^ the election?
owell in that window.
tiAA'K^ betv/sen
out
the
orders
.
lakes
.
Page one
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Underline the sentence that shows the correct use of the word
help * When we say, "She could not help crying," we mean:
4.
5.
She could not start crying.
She could not stop crying.
She could no t.,ayiii-d. _cj:xylng,. _
She could not uphold crying.
She could not continue crying.
E. These s\en
the
ence's need one wordy to make them correct-
word from. these four words>at th^ right.
it e',
Does John
.A/>ta^vCtr^ money?
He is in great
_jA>=i2Uiiil-
•
3. You must decide what' you \A>-riUi<A—
4. I you to go.
His greatest uJ^iX-^yU is to fly a plane.
I hope you will never jyO^-iXyTAjt^
He died fo r_^ UA-^^u-vvX^ of water.
The police v ^ A-ri^>t"'him.
Choose
want
r-'cj ivf to,' )/
like
care
need
F. Here is the v/ord for and many of its meanings. Some of the
phrases have no meaning of for* Cross out the phrases that
are not richt.
2.
3.
>4h
supposing that
m place of
because of
—Gonne-Gt^ed with
in spite of
—on- the condition that -
—©o^3rS4-&ting of -
8^ during
in consideration
10. for the sake of
of
«c
1
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G. Put an X in front of the sentence if from is not the right
word to use.
He released the fox from the trap.
He looked at me from head to foot.
vo* Things went from bad to worse.
y^. He is cured from his cold.
5^ He took a dime from his pocket.
i^6\ The beggar v/ent from door to door.
X,. He was born from a long line of kings
X8 . We waited there from an hour.
y<$*^ He was lost from the woods.
He had a present from his son.
H, Read the-v/ords under A and find their meanings under B.
Write the numbers in front of the words under A before the
meanings under B.
A
^
B
1. can c>C to move lightly as leaves in the wind
\yl^L. to act on the stage
2. .play
y
to be able to
^
^
the lack of anything desired
3. need "^^ ^® necessary
/ a metal contij.iner for holding liquids,
_^ solids, and powders
to frolic
time of trouble
to take part in a game
3 poverty
4 freedom to act
to preserve
I. Choose the word to make each sentence correct. Put the
number found m front of the correct word in the blsnk in
the sentence.
The baby has a 3 skin. 1. . liie
2.^ Would you
_J to read now? 2. good
\^-^^ That is 3 play. 3« fair
jA« His calf won a prize at the 3
5. Fish are SL to eat.
6.^ Dr. Hill is a JL. doctor.
^Y". Do you /_ to sing.
8. rier dress is / mine
9. The rain stopoed and the day is 3 .
10^ That is just J hia'i.
Mother gave him a scolding.
"2. It looks \ rain.
cV
I
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J. Read this sentence. Then read the meanings of the word fast
written below. Choose the meaning which you think is correct
for this sentence. Put the number of that meaning in the
space before the sentence.
Here is the sentence: 3 Ellen and Jane are fast friends.
Here are the meanings:
1. to take little or no food
2. deeply, soundly
.
,
•
3. faithful, steadfast ja Ji aA-I^w^^^
4. not fading /-i^-^M^^' -
5. securely fixed
6. rapid, swift
7. ahead of the standard time
8. the act or period of fasting
K. Read the words under A and those that mean the same under B.
Write the number found in front of the words under A before
those that mean the same under B.
1.
2
.
3.
4.
A
just
fine
guess
hard
3 H
conjecture, hasty
surmise, think
fair, impartial, upright,
but now, legally right
superior, slender, delicate,
pleasant, excellent
solid, firm, difficult, strong.
Industrious, severe, violent, near,
securely, vigorously
conclusion, estimate,
exact, barely,
penalty,
ic
TEST THREE
Write your name here
A. Read this sentence. Then read the meanings of the word cl ean
written below. Choos.. the meaning which you think is correct
for this sentence. Put the number of the moaning in the
space before the sentence.
Here is the sentence:
Ho lived a cl..an life.
Here are the meanings:
1. skilful; well done
2. free from dirt
3. unobstructed
unmixed with foreign matter
v5^,. pure; without moral or spiritual stain
X^n." to remove dirt from
to remove undesirable parts of
B. These scritences^ need one word to make them correct. Choose
the right word from these four words at the right. 1
1. A captain is o-t>€A-^ a private.
2. ^ She had a cape ,^.o-v--€>o— her shoulders. l
i^. . Ho walked ^..tr-uJiA^ the fields. CX-hcst^
,
We drove
_
,^>-t/v-€yu- the new road.
.
He jumped
_.,:0=raj^r:eA,^i_ the brook. ^ V/'€-v-
1^., He spent ^>-i/-gA^ ten dollars.
1^?". The water is running jy-i/^— . o
8..^ He will stay i>-^\MA^ night. .
1^ , You may have v/hat is left '^v-ici-e.y^
Page one
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^ C. Read the words under A and find those that .nean the same
^) under B. Write the number found in front of the words under
A before those that mean the same under B.
1. well O brief, reduced, abridged, concise,
2. till abrupt, crisp
3. keep o2. money drawer, before, unless, cultivate,
4. right > until
5. short i/*f good, correct, precise, exact, proper,
6. true seemly, privilege, title, just,
honorable
i/^^ faithful, loyal, constant, steadfast,
resolute, tried, sincere, trustworthy,
natural
observe, save, hold, have, manage,
living, support
spring, shaft, satisfactorily,
justifiably, healthy, an exclamation,
fortunately
D. Read these definitions. Do any of them describe a meaning of
if? Put C in front of all the definitions that mean if?
5
6
on the condition that
whenever
out of
whether
in the act of
inasm-ich as
although
a supposition or condition
E. Write the word train only in the blanks where it makes sense
1.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
He wanted to
We watche
She will
He wants
the violin.
am- lined
7101 i
go by.
he children in dancing.
_
to be a doctor.
John rode through the air in a
^.
He tried to his business
.
Her wedding dress had a _long l/L<c^t,^ .•
The king had a large ^^Q^,,fLAJ)A
,
of servants.
The infantry will y^^^^j^ . its guns on the hill.
Peter knows how to wild animals.
i1
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Choose the word
number found in
the sentence.
to make each
front of the
sentence correct. Put the
correct word in the blank in
1. Does the court
2. He comes from a
3. Alice began to
4.^ I noticed his e
, He had his hear
- The farmer ol.
She gave me two
1^ He knows a grea
' Mother _o2^ the
10.
, I want to
1^1 . You must yv
12. He followed h] ;
in Arlington?
long / of teachers
_ji the box.
xpression .
't on a bicycle,
his hens.
dimes in 3 ,
t deal in his J .
house in order.
my library book.
ur wet clothes.
j_ of duty.
1. line
2 . set
3 . change
G. Underline the sentenci; tiat shows the correct use of the word
hold. When we say, ' 'Jcu must hold your tongue," we mean:
You must^
You must
You. jnus;^
You must
You mur;t
bite your tongue.
I'vr. out your tongue.
strain your tongue,
move y^ur tongue rapidly,
swallow your tongue.
H. Put an X in front of the sentence if roll is not the right
word to use.
Baby likes to roll a ball.
He can roll a boat.
The scout made a blanket roll.
Did I hear the roll of thunder?
I like to watch the waves roll in.
He has a roll like a lion.
The eggs of fishes are called roll.
Jack can roll the drum.
Jane bought a cinnamon roll.
Mother will roll the pie crust.
f
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Read these word^' under A and find thplr meanings under B.
Write the number found in front of the words under A before
the meanings urjder B.
A B
1. room Q-S; circular, globular, cylindrical
2. round possibility of admission, opportunity
3. feel a vacant place
to have sympathy Jfov-
3 t,o touch
i^^l. rotund
t,o DG conscious of
JL uLtsred with a full tone
1
^ / rreedoi.i to act
tc. groj.e
o2 t.Le run(T of a ladder
/_ a chamoer in a building
These sentences nead either the word field or ground to make
them correct. Read the sentence and put in the right word.
1
.
2.
3.
4.
7.
9.
10.
That is the 7g;ta^-<H.^>w^ wire for the radio.
This is go od y^^^^Jj^iLn^^ for corn.
That is a large of wheat.
The army gained a'great deal of g?""t<»-<,c^>c^^ .
He studies
The school
in the
-^f-^xjiJLj^
has an eiccellent
of artT
athleti c
The flag has forty-eight stars set in 'a
of blue.
The picture had a black horse on a yellow
Here is a large camp cV\^&-<JyvLj<
i
_
She will J^HAyy^ thdm in arithmetic.
c
ll
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Write your name here
A. Read these definitions. Do any of the.ii describe a meaning of
soil? Put C in front of all the :efinitions that uiean soil .
badly cooked or baked
to bring to rest by touching the earth
G_-^-«- the loose top layer of the earth's surface
4. to pretend to be working
CL5--- to mgke dirty
to mar
(2_Xju— earth
8. the right of holding real estate
B. Put an X in front of the sentence if above is not the right
word to use.
1. He was heard above the noise.
2. He appealed to the court above
.
><3^. John walked above the flowers.
S/'^ The plane was far above the treetops.
The birds chirped above themselves.
>6..^ The large snake lived above the jungle.
The note said, "read the above page."
8. She is above stealing.
(WiS^ cXi-vc*^ t, W: tJ ^i^ tjiSx^ -u>*<^
C. These sentences need one word to make them correct. Choose
the right word from these four words at the right^ >.^JL
t She came —^^--^-y^-'tKU^ ten o'clock.
I shall eat ~^<j^-^^pyUL I go* ,
The prisoner was T)rought /^^V^
2.
the
5.
judge
.
John walked
He will try^ ^^'jL^-^
There was a garden Z
before
across
after
under
the horse,
he gives up.
the house.
D. Underline the sentence that shows the correct use of the word
point . When we say, "You missed the point of the story," we
mean:
1. You did not like the story.
2.^ You had heard the story before,
i^'. You could not hear the story.
t^. You thought the story was too long.
5. You did not get the main idea of the story.
Page one
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E. Choose the word to ma^^e each sentence correct. Put the
number found in front of the correct word in the blank in the
sentence
.
It happened King John. . 1. even
2. The number o*f boys and girls is
_/ . 2. under
3. The ground was very
_[ . 3^ on
4. You may sit ^j* this chair.
5* She is o2. the doctor's care.
6. He talked 3 peace.
7,. The house was 3 fire.
(/8 . She has an / temper.
9. He weighs .^^ fifty pounds.
|/iO. Jack works Mr. Brown.
11. The picture hung -3* the wall.
12. That is clear / to a child.
F. Write the word sure only if it makes sense.
1. I am
-^^I-^aAj?
,
you will win.
2. He i^ to do as he said.
She is very at you.
1^4 1 That will break as XL^u^t^^ as fate.
They were for you.
l/6> , A cat is very .-a-^oKyue^ footed.
Read the meanings of the word by; written below. Choose the
meaning which you think is correct for this sentence. Put
the number of that meaning in the space before the QoxitjO-ncQ
Here is the sentence:
H_ You must finish your work b^ fqur o'clock*
Here are the meanings:
KL> next or near to
1/^. along
\/^* past and beyond
i/K » not any later than
l/^* according to
through the agency of
\/f. because of
i^. beside
1
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) m H. These sentences need either the word when or while to make
them correct. Write the correct word in the blanks.
1.,^ You can not go y-i^^Z-'^t^^^ it is still raining.
l^. She read
. <^A-tCc^_ I shopped.
3. Is that worth your .X^^aXc^^^ ?
4. It was too late
, ^-(xA-^Cft^ h.e came.
5. - We will be glad .^^^^hjiiyi/^- the war is over.
not think so, it could be true.
7 ^ AlyjU^ will it be ready?,
l/^* I have two hours to .^AAJ'--4-'iJji__ away
.
9. She wanted to know
_
^'LaJ^^l^-u\Z^ I saw him last.
I. Choose the word to make each sentence correct. Put the
number found in front of the correct word in the blank in the
sentence.
1.^ He used a rope to the boat. 1. stop
I will / the car. ,
3 . It is just a 3_ to the store. ^ ^ ^^^lA^c^-M/^
4. He put a ^ under the sagging porch- *
5. You must sing it a 3 lower.
-fr^
6. Did you
_J_ the rat hole? 3.y<K^-^-f^
7^ I am one 3 nearer done. '
You must / talking.
9- Sit down and »^ your hunger.
10. That window needs a window / .
11. This is a bus
.
12. Be careful of that broken j5 •
J. Read the words under A and find their meanings under B.
Write the numbers found in front of the words under A before
the meanings under B.
A
,1. last vigil, mind, heed, observe, mark,
2. grade observation, sentry, portion of time,
3 . watch ^ time piece
4. long \J (p descend, slip, depreciate, perish,
5. ball surrender, autumn
6. fall y ( latest, final, concluding, terminal,/
_
endure, stay, survive
i/0_ sphere, globe, game, orb
^
/l^ incline, slant, order, rank, graduate,
level, even
yearn, hanker, crave, desire, wish, want,
tedious, protracted/4-
r
TEST FIVE
Write your name here
A. Choose the word to make each sentence correct. Put the number
found in front of the correct word in the blank in the
sentence
•
1. His camp is on the northwest 3 of 1, face
the lake. . 2. head
2. It is time to the question. 3. arm
3. He is a mill V . 4. hand
He cast a bronze of Lincoln.
He owns a thousand of cattle,
cannot escape the
_$> of the law.
?• We see his
_£ on every bill board.
8. Will you V me a pencil.
Twenty-five dollars is its
_[ value.
10. In what 3 of the service is he?
11. He writes a good y .
^^l^ . The mayor will the procession.
13. That will bring things to a
She can / the hem of her dress.
B. Here is the word with and many of its meanings. Some of the
phrases have no meaning of with. Cross out the phrases that
are not right.
1. indicating companionship
2. indicacing association
indicating pusiLlu rr-e^
4. indicating agreement
6. indicating guardianship
7. indicating manner
8. notwithstanding
-9-.—•4.ndioat74rng—t-he absui rc-e—o-f.
C Put an X in front of the sentence if high is not the right
word to use*
1. That child has a high voice.
y2. He owns a high estate,
i/^. At twelve o'clock, it is high noon.
1/^. He is high priest of that tribe.
y^. That is a high disease.
He talked to me about a high matter.
. Clothes are very high now.
8. It sta.nds about three feet high.
9. We had high winds all day.
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D. Use the v/ord great only if It makes sense.
1. He ranks with the ^-tT^-^-^ .
2. He thinks -
-c^^xjL^jh thoughts.
3. She told it in
. ^jz^Jh detail.
4. There were .---za^"^/- crowds of people.
5. She became ° when she heard the nev/s
.
6. There are j- problems before us.
7^ She is a Xr7.X^^-^Jh friend of mine.
He had a ' accident.
E» Underline the sentence that shows the correct use of the word
bill . When we say, "The theater tried to bill Jack Benny,"
we mean:
1. The theater tried to charge him for the show.
)/^* The theater tried to pay him for the show,
3. The theater tried to put him out of the show.
4. The theater tried to prove he spoiled the show.
5» The theater tried to enter him on the show's
prograffiT" ~~ —-
—
^^..^tjx^ o.^*^ ^ ^-U^ c...*^
F. These sentences' need one word to make them correct. Choose
top
foot
middle
2. He lives at the
^^ypy-f^ of the hill. 2,
Father will ' the trees. 3'
4^ Put it on the S ^^yo-. shelf.
That story will J~:Lj^ his others.
6. He stands at the'/^^\^ , of his profession.
7. He pays S^^t^o^
.
prices.
^6. I put it on J JfZd-
^^
of the box.
G. Read the meanings of the word but written below. Choose the
meaning which you think is correct for this sentence. Put
the number of the meaning in the space before the sentence.
Here is the sentence:
I will speak but a word.
Here are the rneanings:
that
still
3 i on the contrary
l^. only
5>. that not
KD» except
^ -
(
i
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H. Underline the sentence that shows the correct use of the word
d re s
s
. When we say, "You must have the doctor dress your
hand we mean:
5.
You must have him see your hand.
You must have him twist and pull your hand.
You must have him hurt your hand.
You must have him push and bend your hand.
You must have him treat and bandaf.e your hand.
Read the words under A and find their meanings under B.
Write the number in front of the words under A before the
meanings under B.
1.
2.
3.
A
draw
pass
class
B
an opening in a barrier
to pull or drag
to select by lot
to sort into different qualities
grouping of horses according to speed
social rank
to take a card
to circulate
to remove the contents of
a body of students
permission to come and go
to recexve the required standard
J. Read the words under A and find their meanings under B.
Write the numbers found in front of the words under A before
the neanings under B.
1.
2.
3.
h,
5.
6.
A
bank
stand
pound
fruit
plan
store
B
chart, project, arrangement, program,
design, scheme, plot
product of plant growth, issue, advaaitage
consequence, benefit
mound, slope, shoal, shore, bar, reef,
edge, brink, terrace
supply, stock, equipment, provisions,
reserve, fund, storage, shop,
accumulation, mass
beat, buffet, batter, unit of weight,
strike, thud
endure, sustain, tolerate, bear, uphold,
position, attitude
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